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Editorial
We haven't been back to Ethiopia since issue eight, so it seemed time for a visit. Looking
down my listing, the name of the featured artist came up; googling his name and going to

images, reminded me why he was on my list.

Here are two excerpts from the Tobya Art Gallery website...

Nebiyu Assefa is a self-taught painter whose style utilizes vibrant primary colors, distinct
outlines, and a flat representation of objects and figures, as in the local style...He clearly
draws his style from traditional Ethiopian approaches in his distinct use of line and two-

dimensional representation of objects. However, the lowered horizon line, and the
atmospheric and spatial perspectives demonstrate how he is influenced by the non-

traditional style. 

From Ethiopia, I am happy to present to you, NEBIYU ASSEFA
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Cover painting from No Bull Art Gallery

A Kingdom for a Cell©Natty Mark Samuels, 2014.

The Water Fetchers
from No Bull Art Gallery
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Harmony
from No Bull Art Gallery

The Wedding
from No Bull Art Gallery



Addis
Nebiyu Assefa was born and lives in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Son of an architect, he learnt

to paint from his older brother (who attended art school) and his brother's friends.

from Coffee: Amazon Books

Seattle
In the last three years, Nebiyu has contributed three of his works in to local exhibitions
around the Seattle area. These works, Market I, Market II and Guzo (Journey) not only

contain cultural Ethiopian motifs that reflect the day to day experience of Ethiopian social
life, but the traditional style as well.

from Tobya Art Gallery

Holy Land
One of the Ethiopian artist Nebiyu Assafa’s paintings that appear with Holy Land photos by

the author, Joanna Brown, of Jesus, a small trilingual hardback in English, Hebrew, and
Arabic, linking the life of Christ and his message of love and hope with her encounters with

Israelis and Palestinians, and the paradoxes that she found.

from Church Times
Jan.2018



from Church Times
Jan.2018



Market II
from Tobya Art Gallery



Fantastic
Another fantastic painting by my favourite artist

from Haahookids

Global
The art exhibit, Line and Color: Painting in Ethiopia, features the works of seven artists  -

Getachew Brihanu, Seyoum Ayalew, Melaku Tesfaye, Nebiyu Assefa, Atikilt Assefa,
Admassu Addisu and Tulu Guya. In a smaller scale, the exhibit showcases the

contemporary as well as the traditional approaches of art making by Ethiopian artist today.
The works shed light on what invigorates, moves, the artists. The show conveys not only
how they use traditional as well as contemporary means in expressing their ideas and tell

their narratives, but also their commentary on local and global issues. 

Curator Admassu Addisu  -  from Tobya Art Gallery  -  2018

Union
Nebiyu Assefa is a self-taught painter whose style utilizes vibrant primary colors, distinct
outlines, and a flat representation of objects and figures, as in the local style. He is well

known for his artistic contributions in Ethiopia and his works have been displayed in places
like the African Union, the Goethe Institute, and used in the Ethiopian Airlines Yearly

Calendar of 2004. 

from Tobya Art Gallery



The Journey  -  from Amazon

The Harvest  -  from No Bull Art Gallery



from Ethio Articles: Dubrockers



Jesus
By Joanna Brown

With illustrations by Nebiyu Assefa

This book speaks of the life and teaching of Jesus through Nebiyu's colourful paintings 
from Ethiopia, Joanna's photographs from Israel and Palestine and Arabic, English and 
Hebrew text. The Bible passages that inspired the book are included along with pointers to
groups that are working for peace and justice in the Middle East.

from Jozart Press Art Books

Seeks
In his paintings he seeks to speak of his love for Ethiopia, respect for traditional things and

by using bright colours he intends to communicate hope and happiness.

from Coffee: Amazon Books 

Peace
Threaded together by Biblical accounts, Nebiyu’s colourful paintings of Jesus are
interwoven with Joanna’s photographs of modern day Israel and Palestine. The

photographs are drawn from various trips to the region, including time spent as a guest of
Palestine Fair Trade Association’s olive farmers, a peace-making delegation with CPT
(Christian Peacemaker Teams) and visits to projects supported by the Bible Society. 

from Just Festival



Bet Tej  
from No Bull Art Gallery

At Market
from No Bull Art Gallery



A Kingdom for a Cell
for St. Elesbaan, otherwise known as King Kaleb.

In Matthew  19:21, there is that well known verse, from that conversation
between Jesus and the Rich Man - concerning the giving of his wealth to the
poor. Emperor Kaleb, the subject of this piece, not only gave up his wealth -

but gave up his kingdom too.

He gave everything up. This conquering hero of Christianity, who took ships
across the Red Sea, to defend the persecuted, wailing in Himyarite Yemen.

New champion, honoured in Constantinople, as well as Axum. Magnified
network, enhanced trade; the apogee of Axum. 

But at the height of  his popularity, his international esteem - he changed
velvet for sackcloth. He turned his back, on salutations and  stardom. One

night, he removed his crown for the last time, to don the garb of an everyday
penitent. Into the night he went, trodding; until he reached the doors, of Abba

Pantelewos Monastery.

He remained there, for the last fifteen years of his life. Praying, fasting and
praising God. How does a man volunteer, to go from being  the Emperor, to

being a monk? From ''King of Kings'' to a hermit? A Kingdom for a cell.

Natty Mark Samuels


